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Good Lies
The Notwist

Artist: The Notwist
Song: Good Lies
Album: The Devil, You + Me
Tabbed by: Don Tago
Email: recebedou@yahoo.com

Standard Tuning: [Capo II]

Chords Used:
      EADGBe
Bb:    032010
Bbsus: 033000
Bbsus2:055000
Bbmaj7:032000
Eb:    133211
F5:   055030
F5*:  055003
F^:   055001

Intro: Bbmaj7 â€“ Bb [x5]

Verse 1:
Bb                Bbmaj7     Bb                  Eb
  We ll remember good lies when we carry them home with us 
       F5                                 Bbmaj7  Bb
To our bedside table and our coffee sets 

Verse 2: (use verse 1 chords)
We ll remember good lies when they live in a room with us 
Use our kitchen table and our little beds 

Verse 3: (use verse 1 chords)
We ll remember good lies when we carry them home with us 
To our bedside table and our coffee sets 

Pre-Chorus chords:
Bb                Bbmaj7     Bb             Eb
  We ll remember good lies when they re always with us in our beds
Eb                             Bbmaj7  Bb  Bbmaj7  Bb  Bbmaj7  Bb  Bbmaj7  Bb 
Even when we shake our heads 

Chorus Chords: [repeat x2]
Bbmaj7      Bbsus        Bbmaj7         Bbsus              F5 Bbsus2 F5 Bbsus2



Let s just imitate the real until we find a better one 
Bbmaj7      Bbsus        Bbmaj7         Bbsus              F5 Bbsus2 F5 Bbsus2
Let s just imitate the real until we find a better one 
Bbmaj7          Bbsus      Bbmaj7              Bbsus       F5* F5^ Bbsus2 F5
  Remember the good lies we ll remember the good lies when 
Bbmaj7          Bbsus      Bbmaj7              Bbsus       F5* F5^ Bbsus2 F5
  Remember the good lies we ll remember the good lies when 

Instrumental: Bbmaj7  Bb  Bbmaj7  Bb  Eb, then (Bbmaj7  Bb) x9

Verse 4: (use verse 1 chords)
We ll remember good lies when we carry them home with us 
To our bedside table and our coffee sets 

Verse 5: (use verse 1 chords)
We ll remember good lies when they live in a room 
With us, use our kitchen table and our little beds 

Verse 6: (use verse 1 chords)
We ll remember good lies when we carry them home with us 
To our bedside table and our coffee sets 

Pre-Chorus chords:
We ll remember good lies when they re always with us in our beds 
Even when we shake our heads


